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Abstract
Monopile response under undrained conditions in sand is gaining increasing interests owing to the recent development of offshore wind farms
in seismic regions. Pore pressure evolution in liquefiable soil can significantly reduce the strength and stiffness of the soil which in turn affects
the structural dynamic response. Several numerical models have been developed in the last two decades to enhance understanding of the
mechanism of monopileesoil interaction with the existence of pore water pressure. In this study, the effects of geometry and static vertical load
on monopile lateral response were studied using three-dimensional finite element methods that consider the existence of lateral cyclic load-
induced pore water pressure. To achieve reliable simulation results of pore pressure development and pile displacement accumulation during
cyclic loading, the simple anisotropic sand model with memory surface for undrained cyclic behavior of sand was adopted. For piles with the
same diameter, a accumulated pile head displacement during lateral cyclic loading decreased linearly with increasing pile embedded length but
increased with increasing eccentricity. Static vertical load had minor effects on pile cyclic lateral response. The distributions of mean effective
stress and pore water pressure in the soil domain were presented. The pile reaction curve (cyclic soil reaction against pile defection) of the
monopile was extracted. The numerical results aim to provide reference for optimized engineering design procedures.
© 2021 Hohai University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Different renewable energy solutions have been proposed
and adopted to meet the global reduction target for greenhouse
gas emission. Among them, offshore wind energy industry is
rapidly developing for reasons including less negative impact
on ecological system, more stable wind supply, and higher
wind speed (Kaynia, 2019).

Currently, the majority of offshore wind turbine (OWT)
foundations are monopiles that are large-diameter tubular steel
piles. Typical OWTs with a capacity of around 5 MW have
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monopile diameters of around 4e6 m and are located up to
20e30 km from shore and in water depths of up to 30 m.
Offshore monopiles generally experience cyclic loading
induced by wind, waves, and currents. Recent development of
technologies as well as the requirements from industry have
promoted OWT monopiles to move towards farther and deeper
waters with even larger pile diameters. In some recent pro-
jects, OWTs have been designed with diameters exceeding
10 m. This naturally rises to the problems such as harsher
environmental loading and thus more challenging design
criteria. Achieving cost-optimization targets in offshore
monopile design and construction reveals the importance of
comprehensive understanding of monopile behavior under
varying loading and soil drainage conditions.
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In design practice, the monopile behavior under long-term
cyclic loading in a sand domain is commonly assumed drained
(API, 2014). However, the accuracy of such an assumption is
questionable especially when high-intensity dynamic cyclic
loading (for instance, earthquake shaking) is applied (Esfeh
and Kaynia, 2020). During such events, one of the essential
differences of soil behavior is the increase in pore water
pressure, compared to the soil behavior under fully drained
conditions. Generally, the accumulation of pore water pressure
in saturated soil affects soil stiffness and strength. Such effects
strongly impact monopile global dynamic behavior, as well as
monopile tilting (Jostad et al., 2020; Liu and Kaynia, 2021).

As more offshore wind farms are planned/constructed in
liquefiable soil sites, monopile behavior under different soil
drainage conditions needs critical assessment. Many efforts
from experimental perspective have been devoted for such a
purpose, spanning from small-scale single gravity tests
(LeBlanc et al., 2010; Richards et al., 2020) to centrifuge tests
(Klinkvort, 2013; Truong et al., 2019). However, due to the
practical difficulties in test design and restrictions from test
equipment, most experimental works have been limited to dry
or fully drained load conditions.

Numerical approach is a practical alternative. In this cate-
gory, the macro-element modeling method (Houlsby et al.,
2017; Page et al., 2019) and pey (where p indicates the soil
reaction and y is the pile deflection) modeling method have
gained broad popularity for reasons of simplicity in concept
and relatively short computation time. In addition, a three-
dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) analysis incorporating
an explicit constitutive model is also a common simulation
approach when reliable empirical relationships or compre-
hensive experimental data for estimating long-term cyclic
behavior of soil are available (Staubach and Wichtmann,
2020).

Apart from the numerical methods listed above, the implicit
3D FE analysis method (Niemunis et al., 2005) is also
commonly used, especially in the academia (Liu et al., 2021;
Tasiopoulou et al., 2021). In this category, each loading cycle
is simulated by many sub-loading steps, leading to long
computational time when such analyses are performed.
Meanwhile, the accuracy of implicit 3D FE simulation results
depends highly on the accuracy of the used constitutive
models. Despite these limitations, the implicit 3D FE method
is gaining wider attention nowadays in the offshore geotech-
nical community, due to its high potential to link the local soil
response to the global foundation performance.

Numerous implicit cyclic constitutive models for sand have
been developed during past decades. Many of them are based
on elasto-plasticity theory. Constitutive models adopting
bounding surface plasticity (Dafalias and Popov, 1975; Krieg,
1975) and multi-surface plasticity (Mr�oz, 1967) stand out and
are well accepted owing to the relatively simple conceptual
configuration but good simulation performance. A currently
well-acknowledged sand cyclic model belonging to bounding
surface plasticity is the simple anisotropic sand (SANISAND)
model proposed by Dafalias and Manzari (2004) (referred to as
SANISAND2004 in this work). In this model, inherent fabric
effects on sand's post-dilation behavior are accounted for
through the fabric tensor in its flow rule. Such an attempt has
raised wide attention to including soil fabric effects in consti-
tutive formulating. Many SANISAND-based constitutive
models have been developed since the initial development. Liu
et al. (2019) introduced the memory surface (MS) concept into
the SANISAND framework (referred to as SANISAND-MS) to
simulate the fabric effects throughout the plastic straining
period by modifying the hardening rule and flow rule of the
model. The strategy showed great improvement in predicting
soil drained ratcheting performance (Liu and Pisan�o, 2019).
Further, Liu et al. (2020) included the fabric evolution history
and stress ratio effects in SANISAND-MS to better capture the
cyclic behavior of sand under undrained response.

In this work, the implicit 3D FE method was selected to
study the response of offshore monopiles under undrained
conditions. The bounding surface SANISAND-MS model that
caters to undrained cyclic behavior of sand (Liu et al., 2020)
was adopted in this study (hereafter referred to as
SANISAND-MSu). Pore water pressure effects were high-
lighted by comparing monopile response under drained and
undrained conditions. Effects of monopile geometry, charac-
terized through L/D and e/D ratios (where L, D, and e are the
pile embedded length, monopile outer diameter, and load ec-
centricity, respectively), were studied. The presence of static
vertical load, namely the weight of the tower and turbine, on
the cyclic lateral capacity of pile was also investigated. This
work aimed to contribute to the development of optimized
design process by using advanced analysis tools with high
accuracy and to provide a robust model in support of cost-
efficient monopile design especially in liquefiable sand.

2. SANISAND-MSu

The SANISAND-MS model (Liu et al., 2019) and
SANISAND-MSu model (Liu et al., 2020) were formulated
based on the framework of SANISAND2004. In these two
models, some basic features of the SANISAND2004 model
are preserved. The elastic domain is enclosed by a narrow
conical yield surface in the stress ratio plane. Moreover, the
critical state theory and state parameter concept (Been and
Jefferies, 1985) are incorporated. Soil contractive/dilative
behavior is distinguished by a phase transformation line (or the
dilatancy surface in the stress ratio plane), which is defined
through the critical state ratio and state parameter. The
bounding surface plasticity theory is included in the model
framework and is illustrated in the stress ratio plane as a wider
conical cone. The bounding surface encloses the admissible
stress states and is defined the same as the defemination to the
phase transformation line through the evolving state param-
eter. The model follows the kinematic hardening rule and
adopts the non-associated flow rule.

In contrast to SANISAND2004, the SANISAND-MS
model (Liu et al., 2019) discards the concept of fabric
tensor. Instead, an additional model surface, memory surface
(MS), is adopted to phenomenologically capture the evolution
of soil fabric during cyclic events and its influence on sand
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plastic behavior (Liu and Pisan�o, 2019). The memory surface
is assumed to be in circular shape in cross-sections of the
stress ratio plane (and conical in the stress ratio plane). The
memory surface evolves upon plastic straining, both in size
and location. The evolution of the memory surface should
guarantee that the yield surface never goes out of the memory
surface, and the memory surface size should never be smaller
than the yield surface size.

Soil fabric effects are reflected in the hardening coefficient
of the model formulations (thus, into the plastic modulus),
through the evolution of the memory surface. Soil contractive
behavior results in sand stiffening, which is linked to the in-
crease in memory surface size. On the contrary, the dilative
soil behavior causes a ‘damage’ to the soil fabric and usually
leads to the decrease in soil stiffness enhancement. This
phenomenon is translated into a shrinked memory surface.

The SANISAND-MSu model (Liu et al., 2020) furthers the
success of SANISAND-MS with emphasis on the simulation of
undrained cyclic behavior of sand. The improvements include:
(1) incorporation of stress-ratio effects into the hardening co-
efficient to capture accurate cycle-by-cycle pore water pressure
evolution before the stress state crosses the phase trans-
formation line; and (2) a modified flow rule to properly capture
the strain accumulation in cyclic mobility range.

Detailed SANISAND-MSu model equations and discussion
can be found in Liu et al. (2020) and are not repeated here.
The model performance in simulating cyclic triaxial tests on
Kalsruhe fine sand (Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis, 2016) is
given in Fig. 1. The sand has the following properties: a
maximum void ratio of emax ¼ 1.054, a minimum void ratio of
emin ¼ 0.677, a uniformity coefficient of Cu ¼ 1.5, and a
median particle diameter of D50 ¼ 0.14 mm. The simulation
conditions are defined undrained and as an initial effective
confining pressure of pin ¼ 200 kPa, a cyclic deviator stress
Fig. 1. Comparison between SANISAND-MSu
amplitude of qampl ¼ 45 kPa, and an initial void ratio of
ein ¼ 0.81.

The soil fabric (whose effects are simulated using the
memory surface) and stress ratio effects on pore water pres-
sure accumulation can be observed by noticing the required
number of loading cycles to trigger the initial liquefaction (or
to trigger the ‘butterfly’ shape stress path) when comparing
Fig. 1(a) (SANISAND2004-based simulation results) with
Fig. 1(c) (SANISAND-MSu-based simulation results).
Without proper considerations of soil fabric and stress ratio
effects prior to the initial liquefaction, the simulation results
using SANISAND2004 underestimated the number of loading
cycles to trigger cyclic mobility. Fig. 1(d) demonstrates that
clear accumulation of axial strain on both positive and nega-
tive sides was captured by the SANISAND-MSu model, and
the phenomenon agreed with the experimental observations.
However, the simulation results in Fig. 1(b) using SANI-
SAND2004 accumulated axial strain only on the negative side.

More validation evidence and model parameter calibration
procedure can be found in Liu et al. (2020). To conclude, the
SANISAND-MSu model was capable of simulating sand un-
drained cyclic behavior, and the sand fabric effects were well
captured by the newly incorporated memory surface. The
simulation results agreed with the experimental results.
Therefore, the SANISAND-MSu model was believed to be a
proper constitutive platform for finite element analysis of
monopile cyclic behavior when pore water pressure effects
were involved.

3. Simulation of pile lateral response using SANISAND-
MSu

In this section, monopile behavior subjected to lateral
loading was studied through an implicit 3D FE analysis
and SANISAND2004 simulation results.



Table 1

Summary of simulation cases.

Case Loading

type

L

(m)

e

(m)

Drainage

type

Cyclic horizontal

load (MN)

Vertical

load (MN)

1 Monotonic 20 16 Drained 0

2 Monotonic 20 16 Undrained 0

3 Monotonic 20 16 Drained 6

4 Monotonic 20 16 Undrained 6

5 Monotonic 20 16 Drained 20

6 Monotonic 20 16 Undrained 20

7 Cyclic 30 18 Drained 12 0

8 Cyclic 30 18 Undrained 12 0

9 Cyclic 20 25 Undrained 12 0

10 Cyclic 25 25 Undrained 12 0

11 Cyclic 30 25 Undrained 12 0

12 Cyclic 25 18 Undrained 12 0

13 Cyclic 25 30 Undrained 12 0

14 Cyclic 30 30 Undrained 12 0

15 Cyclic 30 30 Undrained 12 6
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incorporating SANISAND-MSu. The open-source FE plat-
form (OpenSEEs) was selected for this purpose. The same
material (Karlsruhe fine sand) was used as the soil material.
The model parameters were the same as those presented in
Liu and Kaynia (2021). The 3D FE model is illustrated in
Fig. 2. In total, 15 simulations were performed, including six
push-over analyses and nine cyclic analyses. Pile geometry
and soil drainage conditions for each test are summarized in
Table 1. The aim of this section is to study the effect of pile
geometry and static vertical load on monopile's lateral
response. Comparison between the simulations under drained
conditions and undrained conditions highlighted the role of
the generated excess pore water pressure. The drainage
condition in FE simulations was controlled by permeability.
For drained cases, a permeability of k ¼ 1010 m/s was
adopted; and for undrained cases, k ¼ 10�10 m/s. In all
simulations in this study, the sand has a uniform relative
density of Dr ¼ 80%.
3.1. Effects of drainage condition on lateral response
Push-over analyses of monopile were firstly investigated
under both drained and undrained conditions for the simu-
lation cases 1 and 2 (i.e., without static vertical load, pile
geometries are indicated in Table 1). An ultimate limit state
displacement of y/D ¼ 0.1, where y is the pile displacement
at the mudline, was adopted as the monopile failure criteria
for the discussion of push-over analysis. The simulation re-
sults are presented in Fig. 3, which indicates that drainage
condition had a clear effect on the monopile capacity. At
monopile failure (i.e., y/D ¼ 0.1), the estimated lateral ca-
pacity was around 55 MN in drained simulations, which was
significantly smaller than that computed in undrained simu-
lations (100 MN). Such a difference can be linked to the
dilative behavior of sand at a shallow soil depth. Under un-
drained conditions, the excess pore water pressure reduced
the mean effective stress p0 in the soil. Such a decrease in p0

promoted sand to enter the dilative zone if no load increment
reversal was applied. It should be noted that whether
monopile lateral capacity is larger in drained or undrained
loading conditions depends highly on sand properties (Jostad
et al., 2020).
Fig. 2. 3D FE mesh used in OpenSEEs (L and e vary from case to case
and D equals 5 m for all cases).
Typical lateral loadedisplacement loops at the mudline are
presented in Fig. 4. The pile has an embedded length of
L ¼ 30 m. A regular sinusoidal lateral cyclic loading with an
amplitude of 12 MN was applied with an eccentricity of 18 m.
The load was applied under both undrained and drained con-
ditions (i.e., loading cases 7 and 8 in Table 1). No static ver-
tical loading was considered. The loadedisplacement loop for
the first loading cycle (N ¼ 1) for undrained simulation
(Fig. 4(a)) was similar to that of the drained simulation results
(Fig. 4(b)). For a larger N, on the other hand, the accumulated
displacement for each cycle under undrained conditions was
much larger than the accumulated displacement under drained
conditions. Obvious displacement accumulation was observed
cycle-by-cycle for the undrained simulation. This was due to
the significant soil degradation caused by the pore water
pressure accumulation and stress redistribution. On the con-
trary, almost no displacement was accumulated within the
number of loading cycles applied under drained conditions.
The significant difference indicated that the traditional
assumption of drained condition in monopile design in sand
might be inaccurate if pore water pressure was generated and
accumulated. This was also observed by Liu and Kaynia
(2021).
Fig. 3. Horizontal load against monopile pile displacement ratio ( y/D)
under both drained and undrained conditions.



Fig. 4. Pile force displacement response in undrained and drained
sand.
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3.2. Effects of pile geometry on lateral response
In this section, the effect of pile geometry on the pile lateral
response subjected to symmetric lateral sinusoidal loading is
discussed. All simulations were performed under undrained
conditions without applying static vertical load.

Pile head displacements (presented as y/D ratio) under
varying L/D were studied through simulations using L/D ¼ 4,
5, and 6 with corresponding embedded lengths of L ¼ 20 m,
25 m, and 30 m, respectively. A load eccentricity of 25 m was
used for all three cases (i.e., loading cases 9, 10, and 11 in
Fig. 5. Geometry effects on pile lateral displacement.
Table 1). After eight loading cycles, pile head displacement
was recorded when the applied load horizontal load H reached
the maximum load level (i.e., H ¼ 12 MN for all three cases).
The simulation results are summarized in Fig. 5(a). As L/D
ratios increased, the pile head displacement (or equivalently,
y/D ratio) decreased linearly. A similar linear trend was re-
ported in Jostad et al. (2020) for monotonic simulations under
drained conditions using the hardening soil small strain model
(Schanz et al., 1999) with an enhanced 3D FE analysis using
Plaxis. However, the partially drained simulation results from
the same work using the partially drained cyclic accumulation
model (Jostad et al., 2015) suggested a non-linear decrease in
pile head displacement with increasing L/D. The difference
can be attributed to the monopile size, eccentricity, and
loading type considered in the two studies. The effect of load
eccentricity on pile's lateral displacement is schematically
presented in Fig. 5(b). Pile head displacement ( y/D ratio)
increased linearly with e/D. In Fig. 5(b), all simulations were
performed with a pile embedded length of L ¼ 25 m (loading
cases 12, 10, and 13 in Table 1 with corresponding e/D values
of 3.6, 5.0, and 6.0, respectively).

Fig. 6 presents the soil resistance (which was calculated as
the integration of the shear force on the pileesoil interface)
against pile deflection at different soil depths. Here pile
deflection was defined as pile displacement along depth. The
simulated monopile load eccentricity was 25 m. Different
monopile embedded lengths (L ¼ 20 m, 25 m, and 30 m) were
considered (i.e., loading cases 9, 10, and 11 in Table 1). Due to
the adopted different pile lengths, the compared soil reactions
were not computed at the same absolute depth (z). Instead,
they were recorded at the same relative depth normalized by
the corresponding L (i.e., z ¼ 0.125L and 0.960L).

At a shallow soil depth (z ¼ 0.125L), soil reaction increased
as the number of loading cycles increased. The loops for the
simulations with different L presented the same shape but with
different soil reaction levels at a given pile deflection level.
Such an observation indicated that the L/D ratio had almost no
effects on the pattern of soil reaction evolution. Only the
magnitude of the soil reaction varied. As expected, the shorter
the pile, the larger soil deformation was induced under the
same load level at the same relative depth, thereby leading to
greater soil reaction.

At a deep location (z ¼ 0.960L), as L increased, soil re-
action decreased at the same loading condition. This conclu-
sion was the same as that obtained at a shallow soil depth. For
a given L, soil reactions decreased with the number of loading
cycles (N ) at the investigated loading range. Such a conclusion
was also found by Liu and Kaynia (2021), although loading
was applied with zero eccentricity in the latter.

Similarly, the e/D effect on soil reaction is illustrated in
Fig. 7, where the simulated monopiles had the same embedded
length (L ¼ 30 m). Loading eccentricity e varied from 18 m to
30 m (i.e., loading cases 12, 10, and 13 in Table 1). For
different e/D ratios, soil reaction evolved in the same pattern:
soil reaction at shallow soil depth increased as the number of



Fig. 6. Soil reaction against pile deflection. Fig. 8. Effective mean stress ratio distribution.
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loading cycles increased; and soil reaction at deeper points
first increased and then decreased as the number of loading
cycles increased. At all soil depths, the magnitude of soil re-
action at the same loading condition increased with the load
eccentricity e.

Fig. 8 presents the distribution of p/pin in the entire soil
domain when the applied horizontal load H reached its peak
value (12 MN) after eight loading cycles were applied. Hori-
zontal load was applied at e ¼ 25 m above the mudline. Two
different embedded lengths (L ¼ 25 m and 30 m) were
Fig. 7. Soil reaction against pile deflection.
considered. Overall, the p/pin distributions were almost iden-
tical in the two simulation cases. Pile length had no significant
effect on p/pin ratios.

To investigate in detail, p/pin in all soil elements was
initially equal to 1. After eight loading cycles, a clear increase
in p/pin was observed in both cases at shallow soil layers. This
increase can be attributed to two reasons: (1) under undrained
loading conditions, the shallow soil layers that had a small
initial pin entered the dilative zone at relatively large load
levels; and (2) stress was redistributed during the cyclic
loading event.

The increase in p/pin at shallow soil layers near the
monopile was in line with the increase of soil reaction as
presented in Fig. 6(a). On the contrary, p/pin decreased at
larger depths around the monopile. Consequently, a reduced
soil reaction was observed in Fig. 6(b) when the maximum soil
reaction at N ¼ 1 was compared with the maximum soil re-
action at N ¼ 8.

Fig. 9 displays the distribution of the excess pore water
pressure in the entire soil domain for H ¼ 0 after eight loading
cycles were applied. The other simulation conditions were the
same as the simulations presented in Fig. 8. For the two
simulation cases with different embedded lengths, the
maximum positive excess pore water pressure occurred at the
pile tip. Negative pore water pressures can also be observed,
mainly in the zone slightly below the pile tip and within the
soil elements next to the pile head at shallow depths (close to
the mudline). The distribution of excess pore water pressure
above pile tip formed a wedge-like zone. In the case of
L ¼ 25 m, a wider distribution was observed with larger
positive pore water pressures when comparing with the case of
L ¼ 30 m. Under the same loading condition (same horizontal



Fig. 9. Excess pore water pressure distribution. Fig. 10. Static vertical load effects on pile lateral capacity.
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load and eccentricity), the shorter pile transformed a larger
pressure to the surrounding soils. Therefore, larger amount of
soil was mobilized to higher stress ratio levels. Under un-
drained cyclic conditions, this led to a larger positive pore
water pressure accumulation if no significant dilative soil
behavior was triggered.

4. Effect of static vertical load on monopile lateral
response

Static vertical load applied on monopiles is usually due to
the self-weight of the offshore wind turbine. The effect of
static vertical load on monopile lateral behavior was studied in
this work. Two cases were considered: (1) monotonic lateral
loading and (2) cyclic lateral loading.
4.1. Monotonic lateral loading
The effect of static vertical load on lateral soil capacity was
studied firstly through the push-over analysis. Both drained
and undrained loading conditions were considered. The static
vertical load of 6 MN is recognized as a representative load
level for a typical 5-MW offshore wind turbine and was thus
adopted as a typical static vertical load. The static vertical load
of 20 MN was also studied for comparison. The loading cases
are listed in Table 1 (loading cases 3e6). Lateral capacity of
the monopile was defined as the applied horizontal load to
cause y/D ¼ 0.1D. The comparison is shown in Fig. 10. For the
simulations with vertical static loading, about 15% of the
gravity load was carried by the base, and the rest by skin
friction.
For the drained case (Fig. 10(a)), only a small difference
on monopile lateral capacity was observed when the simu-
lation results with no vertical load were compared with those
with a 6-MN vertical load within the monopile displacement
range considered in this work. However, when the vertical
load was increased to 20 MN, an obvious increase in
monopile lateral capacity was observed. For the undrained
case (Fig. 10(b)), vertical load showed minor effects on
monopile lateral capacity, regardless of the static vertical
load level.
4.2. Cyclic loading
The impact of static vertical load on monopile cyclic lateral
response under undrained loading conditions was investigated
in this section. Loading cases 14 and 15 (Table 1) were
selected for such a study. The monopile has an embedded
length of L ¼ 30 m and an eccentricity of e ¼ 30 m.

The loadedisplacement relationships for the simulation
cases with and without a 6-MN static vertical load are pre-
sented in Fig. 11. Almost identical load displacement loops
were obtained for N � 2. After that, pile head displacement
was accumulated for the case with a 6-MN vertical load.
However, the difference was minor within the investigated
loading and displacement range.

Fig. 12 demonstrates the soil-reaction evolution with and
without a 6-MN static vertical load, where the responses at
two different depths (z ¼ 0.75D in Fig. 12(a) and z ¼ 5.75D
in Fig. 12(b)) were considered. In align with the conclusion
obtained from Fig. 11, the difference of soil-reaction evo-
lution under the two different loading conditions was
neglectable.



Fig. 11. Vertical load effects on monopile cyclic loadedisplacement
relationship.

Fig. 12. Vertical load effects on soil reactionepile deflection
relationship.
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5. Conclusions

In this work, the implicit cyclic material model
SANISAND-MSu was firstly presented. Model features were
presented through model simulations against undrained cyclic
triaxial tests in sand. The effects of pore water pressure on
monopile lateral behavior were discussed using the
SANISAND-MSu model by an enhanced 3D FE analysis
method. Both monotonic loading and cyclic loading condi-
tions were considered. Compared to the drained simulation
result, an increasing lateral capacity was obtained for the
investigated soil material in undrained simulation under
monotonic loading. For undrained cyclic loading conditions,
significant cycle-by-cycle pile lateral displacement was
developed. In drained cases, the evolving of monopile
displacement from cycle to cycle was less obvious.

Further, the effects of monopile geometry on the monopile
lateral behavior under undrained loading conditions were
studied. Within the loading and geometry range predefined in
this work, the accumulated pile head displacement decreased
linearly with the L/D ratio but increased with e/D. Soil
response was then studied from the effective stress ( p/pin)
distribution and pore water pressure distribution viewpoints.

The static vertical load applied in this work (6 MN) had
negligible effects on the pile lateral response, both with
regards to the lateral push-over capacity (study based on
monopiles with D ¼ 5 m, L ¼ 20 m, and e ¼ 16 m) and cyclic
loadedisplacement response and cyclic soil reaction evolution
perspective (study based on monopiles with D ¼ 5 m,
L ¼ 30 m, and e ¼ 30 m).

The results in this work aimed to raise attention to
considering the soil drainage condition and role of excess pore
water pressure in optimized monopile design. The discussion
on the effect of pile geometry and static vertical load was
considered to provide guidance to the simple estimation on
monopile lateral behavior.
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